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One of LA’s most powerful men is charged with murder, and criminal attorney Brad Madison is called to
defend him.

But murder is only the start of their problems…

In this first instalment of the Brad Madison novel series, Madison finds himself defending Patrick Strickland
against a mounting evidence base. Despite Strickland claiming he has no criminal connections, there are
clear signs his involvement in organized crime runs deep.

When the case receives national attention, the underbelly of power in LA is thrown into the limelight.
Madison fights desperately to find the one piece of evidence that will prove his client’s innocence.

But where’s there’s power, there’s danger. The further Madison digs for the truth, the more he puts his life at
risk.

In a case full of twists and turns, Madison confronts one of the most difficult challenges of his career.

Will justice triumph?

Or will the power of LA’s dark forces send Madison to an early grave?
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From Reader Review Force of Justice (Brad Madison Legal Thriller
#1) for online ebook

Curtis & CeCe Barlow says

Hollywood's underbelly

This is a gripping book about the seedy side of children in the movie business and the power brokers who
abuse them. Love the private investigator who is able to come up with key information and evidençè at
critical moments. I look forward to the next Brad Madison book.

Cid says

FORCE OF JUSTICE is a fairly simple whodunnit mystery with a lawyer defending his client, a mega
millionaire Hollywood Producer accused of murder. It is a quick easy read but nothing that is memorable or
particuarily original. It is enertaining but not anything special. The writer writes well but the plot was kind of
a let down. The author is a good writer and has written better books than this one.

Linda Harville says

Excellent Modern Day Mystery

I think this book was an excellent read particularly in this time of child pornography and molestation. The
story has a believability about it especially in this day and time. The mystery about the killing, and the
courtroom exchanges were very believable. The surprise ending was Magnificent !! Linda Harville

Patricia says

Be prepared to read to the finish with no stopping along the way. Brad Madison, attorney, has a heck of a
battle on his hands defending his client, Patrick Strickland, Hollywood movie mogul. Everything looks dim
for Patrick until the very end when a certain person is discovered to have been key in the events. The real
catch comes on the final page when someone's true identity is discovered. I leave it to you to read this book
and make that discovery for yourself!! You'll love it if you enjoy a good thriller with a twist.

Carson Walls says

Great book

I am glad I read book one of what I hope is a long series. Mr Miller did a good job with the story line and
truly kept me interested.Maybe we can rate this book as 5PLUS stars. I didn't see the ending coming but



what a way to conclude.Please send us another one,Mr. Miller.

Rayvn says

Wow! An unexpected delight!

In search of something fast yet well-written - this book was presented as one I’d be interested in based on -
well you know. The story did keep me interested from the second chapter and I sort of had an idea of how it
would turn out - but there were times I wasn’t AS sure. Not too much love story - a little bit heavy on
cookie-cutter Hollywood personas (but perhaps it’s the nature of those types) - a very good read that leaves
you feeling positive about our justice system and smiling for the good guy.

Carole Corralejo says

Riveting

This was a well written, constantly moving legal thriller that I would recommend to anyone that reads
Grisham, Connelly, and other well read authors! I generally don't leave ratings but in this case I couldn't not.
Very impressive ending book. I will definitely be looking to read more of JJ Miller!

Scott Chapman says

Pretty impressive.

I thought I'd had my fill of Hollywood whodunnits, but you gotta give a guy a chance, right?
The story grabs you from the get-go. I felt for Brad right from the beginning, but didn't think it wise to jump
into bed with Abby so soon.
Thankfully, Brad has a partner, Jack, who I hope to see more of. He sometimes seems to be the only one
thinking straight.
Lots of unsavory characters, but isn't that Hollywood, after all?
Lots of blaming, whining. No real character definition.
The end was a sweet surprise, and a victory for Brad.
I assume this is part 1 of a series?

Greg Eldred says

Good book. Odd story. Brad is hired to defend a Hollywood producer / director who is being framed for a
murder of a main actor who is a young confused boy.

Brad figures out the culprit after a dark dose of sex scandals and under age Hollywood sex parties thrown by
some of the elites and his competitors.



Story is odd but to follow how Brad figures out the truth and nails the culprit is interesting.

Ron says

Book 1 of the Brad Madison legal thriller series by JJ Miller is among the more entertaining "Hollywood"
legal thrillers that I've read. It's an easy reading page turner about a likable criminal defense attorney who is
asked to represent a movie producer accused of murder. Several dramatic & very unanticipated twists make
for a strong finish. There is apparently a pre-series short story that provides some background insight into the
main character which I intend to check out before book 2 is published.

Jo Ann says

WOW great book great characters

Loved this book and the AUthor, J. John. Miller my . first book by this Author and highly recommend it to
every one e who likes a good mystery with a twist at the end. Could not put this book down until I finished it.
The more you read the better it keeps getting Highly recommend everyone read this I can hardly wait for my
next book from this Author.

James Georger says

Without " casting dispersions" I would suggest hiring ( or firing) an editor.
This was an interesting plot, with enough balanced dynamics to keep one wondering. The minute detail of
evidence at the eleventh hour, which turns the tide, seemed a bit of deus ex machina.
Readers of a lot of court fiction will find the trial scenes very unrealistic, with extensive "testimony" offered
by cross examining attorneys, as well as facts not in evidence, and extensive heresay in testimony that is not
challenged. The Perry Mason factor is very high, but if that is not bothersome, makes for a good read. The
characters and relationships are complex and believable.

Karen Baker says

Excellent Thriller

This book probably rings very true to what really goes on behind the scenes in Hollywood. The characters
were portrayed well and the plot was always twisting to keep you in suspense. I look forward to the next
book!



Henrietta Haygood says

Force of justice

This was a great book I have it a 5 stars for all the twists and turns. It kept you guessing On the ending will
send you far a look loved it.Get the book.

Joanne Starr says

Good book, but...

This was entertaining, my first read by this author. I'll probably buy another book by the author, J. J. Miller.
Not having read "about the author" notes, I'm not certain whether he writes primarily for a British audience
but, based on quite a few British english uses throughout the book, I think he does.

That's probably the reason for 4 stars instead of 5. There were many instances where I had to look things up
in order to understand the author's meaning. That's not a very big deal but the author might consider two
versions of his books; one for American readers and one for British. (If the author or his editors are
interested, I have a couple of pages of things I looked up for clarity.)

All in all, a good read.


